Join a Proud Tradition

Our immersive student travel programs turn the world into a classroom, creating an educational and inspirational experience that cultivates meaningful connections between people of different countries. For over 60 years we have embodied the vision of President Eisenhower, who founded People to People International in 1956. We go beyond typical sightseeing tours and create unique, immersive moments that truly connect students to the people, places and cities they are visiting.

This is your opportunity to join a proud tradition of student delegates who travel with purpose.

5 reasons to travel with People to People

1. **We Offer Special Access**. We provide our students "behind the scenes" access, whether it's meeting with a former member of Parliament in London, to meeting with a survivor of a WWII concentration camp in Poland.

2. **We Give Back**. We believe in doing community service as a way of giving back to the people and places we visit, from volunteering at an orphanage in Costa Rica, to working alongside Irish teens while cutting peat to help provide a heat source for the local elderly.

3. **We Build Lasting Connections**. We feel one of the most genuine and immersive ways to connect to a new culture is to experience the day-to-day life of locals, whether it's a participating in a homestay with a family in Spain or biking through the windmill farms in The Netherlands with Dutch students.

4. **We Are Adventurous**. We give students the opportunity to step outside their comfort zones and participate in local, team building outdoor activities, such as rappelling down the side of a medieval castle in Italy to whitewater rafting in Scotland.

5. **We Inspire Confidence**. We teach our students to be more self-aware, to discover their own interests, become more independent and return home as global citizens.

Top Trending Programs

- **The Heritage Program**
  - 31 Days

- **Spanish Immersion**
  - 31 Days

- **STEM in Action**
  - 18 Days

- **Australian Odyssey**
  - 16 Days

- **Celtic Cultures**
  - 19 Days

- **Mediterranean Dreams**
  - 19 Days

- **Dynasties of China**
  - 17 Days

- **Discover Costa Rica**
  - 8 Days

- **Capitals of Europe**
  - 12 Days

- **South African Safari**
  - 15 Days

**VIEW ALL PROGRAMS AT peoplepeople.com**